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ABSTRACT 
 
 

The identification of possible transients in a nuclear power plant is a highly relevant problem. This 
is mainly due to the fact that the operation of a nuclear power plant involves a large number of 
state variables whose behaviors are extremely dynamic. In risk situations, besides the huge 
cognitive overload that operators are submitted to, there is also the problem related with the 
considerable decrease in the effective time for correct decision making. To minimize these 
problems and help operators to make the corrective actions in due time, this paper presents a new 
contribution in this area and introduces an experimental transient identification system based 
exclusively on the abilities of the Discrete Binary Artificial Bee Colony (DBABC) algorithm to 
find the best centroid positions that correctly identifies a transient in a nuclear power plant. The 
DBABC is a reworking of the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm which presents the 
advantage of operating in both continuous and discrete search spaces. Through the analysis of 
experimental results, the effective performance of the proposed DBABC algorithm is shown 
against some well known best performing algorithms from the literature.   
 
Key Words: Discrete Binary Artificial Bee Colony (DBABC) algorithm, Artificial Bee Colony 
(ABC) algorithm, Identification of transients. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
A transient identification system may use a signature of a group of variables for each postulated 
transient of the plant. If a transient occurs, the transient identification system compares the 
evolution of the variables being monitored for this set of signatures and thus, the transient is 
classified as one of the postulated transients whose signature is closest (or more similar) to the 
ongoing transient, according to a given measure. 
 
There are some ways to classify plant transients and each way depends on many factors (Schirru 
et al., 1999), (Almeida, 2001) and (Pereira and Schirru, 2002). One way consists in comparing 
the Euclidian distances of the points of the event signatures with the centroids of the prototypes 
of the postulated transient signatures of the plant (Medeiros and Schirru, 2007). The event is 
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classified as the one whose distance of evolution of each variable to the prototype signature is the 
nearest, according to the Euclidian distance measure. 
 
The objective of the minimization methods normally used is to try to find the optimal position of 
the prototypes that represent the centroids of the accident signatures in order to maximize the 
number of correct classifications (Medeiros and Schirru, 2007). For a predetermined number of 
prototypes, the performance of each one is evaluated by a function that measures the number of 
correct classifications of the considered transients. 
 
In this work, the task of finding the best prototypes that correctly identifies three different types 
of postulated transients for a nuclear power plant was attributed to the Discrete Binary Artificial 
Bee Colony (DBABC) algorithm (Oliveira and Schirru, 2010). The DBABC algorithm is a 
reworking of the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm (Karaboga, 2005) to operate on binary 
discrete variables. The discrete binary version extends the capabilities of the original ABC and is 
able to optimize any function, continuous or discrete. Since any problem, discrete or continuous, 
may be expressed in a binary notation, an optimizer which operates on two-valued functions 
might be advantageous. 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the basic ABC algorithm as 
well as the modifications that resulted in the DBABC algorithm used in this paper. Section 3 
presents a briefly introduction to nuclear power plant transients signatures, while Sections 4 and 
5 present the computational experimental results obtained and the conclusions for the present 
study, respectively.    
 
 

2. THE ABC ALGORITHM 
 
The Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm (Karaboga, 2005) has been introduced as a swarm-
based meta-heuristic for the optimization of multi-variable and multi-modal numerical functions 
in real-number spaces. ABC tries to simulate the intelligent behavior of real honey bees in food 
foraging and provides a population-based search procedure in which individuals, called food 
source positions, are modified by the artificial bees with time. The bees’ aim is to discover the 
places of food sources with high nectar amount, and finally, the one with the highest nectar. 
 
In the ABC algorithm, a colony of artificial bees search for rich artificial food sources (good 
solutions for a given problem). Artificial bees fly around in a multi-dimensional search space and 
some of them (employed and onlooker bees) choose food sources depending on the experience of 
themselves and their nest mates, and adjust their positions. Some bees (scouts), fly and choose 
the food sources randomly without using experience. If the nectar amount of a food source is 
higher than that of the previous one in their memory, they memorize the new position and forget 
the previous one. In other words, ABC combines local search methods, carried out by employed 
and onlooker bees, with global search methods, managed by onlookers and scouts. 
 
To apply ABC, the considered optimization problem is first converted to the problem of finding 
the best parameter vector which minimizes (or maximizes) an objective function. Then, the 
artificial bees randomly discover a population of initial solution vectors and then iteratively 
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improve them by employing the strategy of moving towards better solutions by means of a 
neighborhood search mechanism while abandoning poor solutions. 
 
In its basic version, ABC employs only one control parameter which is called limit. A food 
source will not be exploited anymore and assumed to be abandoned when limit is exceeded for 
the source. This means that the solution of which “trial number” exceeds the limit value can not 
be improved anymore. Normally, a relation for the limit value is defined using the dimension of 
the problem and the colony size. 
 
 

2.1. The basic ABC algorithm 
 
In the ABC algorithm, the position of a food source represents a possible solution to the   
optimization problem and the nectar amount of a food source corresponds to the quality (fitness) 
of the associated solution. 
 
At the first step, the ABC generates a randomly distributed initial population xi of SN solutions 
(food source positions), where SN denotes the number of employed bees or onlooker bees. Each 
solution xi (i = 1,2,…,SN) is a D-dimensional vector. In this paper, D is the number of 
optimization parameters. 
 
After initialization, the population of the positions (solutions) is subject to repeated cycles, C = 
1,2,…,MCN, of the search process of the employed, onlookers and scout bees. An employed bee 
produces a modification on the position (solution) in her memory and tests the nectar amount 
(fitness value) of the new source (new solution). Provide that the nectar amount of the new one is 
higher than that of the previous one, the bees memorizes the new position and forgets the old 
one. Otherwise she keeps the position of the previous one in her memory. 
 
After all employed bees complete the search process, they share the nectar information of the 
food sources and their position information with the onlooker bees. An onlooker evaluates the 
nectar information taken from all employed bees and chooses a food source with a probability 
related to its nectar amount. As in the case of the employed bee, she produces a modification on 
the position in her memory and checks the nectar amount of the candidate source. Providing that 
its nectar is higher than that of the previous one, the bees memorizes the new position and forgets 
the old one. 
 
When the nectar amount of a food source is abandoned by the bees, a new food source is 
randomly determined by a scout bee and replaced with the abandoned one. In the basic version 
of the algorithm, at each cycle, at most one scout goes outside for searching a new food source 
and the number of employed and onlooker bees is selected to be equal to each other. These steps 
are repeated through a predetermined number of cycles called Maximum Cycle Number (MCN) 
or until a termination criteria is satisfied. The main steps of the basic version of the original ABC 
are given below: 
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Employed Bees’ Phase: 
 

1. Initialize the population of solutions ( )( )employedsx ji, , using the equation (1): 

 
( ) ( )jjjji nmixmarandnmix −+= *1,0,                                                                                   (1) 

 
Where (( )SNi ,...,1=  and ( )Dj ,...,1=  

2. Evaluate the population of solutions ( )( )employedsx ji,  

 
3. Cycle = 1 

 
4. Repeat: 

 
 

5. Produce new solutions (food source positions) ( )( )employedsv ji,  in the 

neighborhood of ( )( )employedsx ji, , using the equation (2) and evaluate them. 

 
( )( ) ( )( )( )jkjijijiji xemployedsxemployedsxv ,,,,, −+= ϕ                                                (2) 

 
Where k  is a solution in the neighborhood of i  and ϕ  is a random number in the 
range [-1,1]. 
 
6. Apply the greedy selection process between ( )( )employedsx ji,  and 

( )( )employedsv ji, . The better one wins the competition and takes place as the solution 

( )( )employedsx ji,  that will serve as basis for the roulette wheel selection process in 

order to produce copies of the better individuals for the onlooker bees’ phase. 
 
 

Onlooker Bees’ Phase: 
 
7. Calculate the probability values Pi for the solutions ( )( )employedsx ji,  by means of 

their fitness values in order to produce copies of the better individuals from 
( )( )employedsx ji,  using the equation (3): 
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                                                                                                                 (3) 

 
The copies of the better individuals obtained from ( )( )employedsx ji,  will form the 

transitory population ( )( )ersonlookx ji, . 
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8. As it was made for the ( )( )employedsx ji,  in the item 5, produce new solutions (food 

source positions) ( )( )rsonlookev ji,  in the neighborhood of ( )( )rsonlookex ji,  using the 

equation (2) and evaluate them. 
 
9. Apply the greedy selection process between solutions ( )( )rsonlookev ji,  and the 

solutions ( )( )employedsx ji,  that were obtained in the item 6. The better one wins the 

competitions and takes place as the population of solutions ( )( )employedsx ji, . 

 
 

Scout Bees’ Phase: 
 
10. Determine the abandoned solution (food source), if exists, and replace it with a 
new randomly produced solution ( )( )scoutsx ji ,  for the scout bees using the equation 

(1). (Once created, ( )( )scoutsx ji ,  will become another solution or food source position 

( )( )employedsx ji, . 

 
11. Memorize the best food source position (solution) achieved so far. 
 
12. Cycle = Cycle + 1. 
 
13. Until Cycle = Maximum Cycle Number (MCN). 
 
 

2.2. The basic DBABC algorithm 
 
In the Discrete Binary Artificial Bee Colony (DBABC) algorithm, the population vectors are 
formed by binary strings (zeros and ones) and all the points in the search space are possible to be 
represented. This particular feature of DBABC allows that any problem (combinatorial, discrete 
or even real-valued) can be treated. Changes in the directions of the population vectors may be 
represented as probabilities that a bit will take a zero or a one value and this is done by means of 
a sigmoid function. Neighborhood can be defined by the number of bits changed per iteration, or 
the Hamming Distance (Goldberg, 1989). Both algorithms are very similar, with some 
adaptations. More detailed, the affirmations above are explained as follows: 
 
In continuous search spaces, changes in directions of population vectors are defined as changes 
in positions on some number of dimensions. These changes, in fact, define a concept of 
neighborhood because they define a new point (solution) in the neighborhood. In a binary space, 
changes in directions of population vectors may be seen to move nearer and faster corners of the 
hypercube by flipping various numbers of bits. This way, these changes may be described by the 
number of bits changed per iteration or, in other words, the Hamming distance (Goldberg, 1989). 
Thus, a population vector with zero bits flipped does not change its direction, while it changes 
completely by reversing all of its binary coordinates. In this paper, these considerations were 
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taken into account by means of the utilization of a parameter called nbf (number of bits flipped), 
in order to control the rate of change of the bits in each string of the binary vectors of the 
population. 
 
In the model, the binary vectors change directions in a search space restricted to zero and one on 
each dimension. A problem to be resolved is: how to represent the probability of a bit taking a 0 
or a 1 value? The solution is related to fact that both algorithms ABC and DBABC are in fact, 
very similar. So, there is a need to define what might result of the difference expressed in the 
second term of the Equation (2). In fact, this difference may be reasonably calculated as -1, 0 or 
+1, becoming inadequate such results considering a binary approach, where only are permitted 
zeros and ones as a result. More specifically, in the DBABC algorithm, the ABC formula 
(Equation (2)), should be written as: 
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Here, S(m) is a sigmoid limiting transformation and the asymptotic limits of S(m) are 0.9975 and 
0.0025. For this reason, the value of m must be in the interval between [-6,6], where, 

( )( )( )jkjiji xemployedsxm ,,, −= ϕ . Additionally, as S(m) is now a probability, it must be 

constrained in the interval [0.0, 1.0]. Since the difference ( )( )( )jkji xemployedsx ,, −  should result 

values such as -1, 0 or +1, ϕ  must be defined as ( ) 6*.rand=ϕ , in order to be able to define a 

neighborhood around ( )jkx , . 

 
 

3. NUCLEAR POWER PLANT TRANSIENTS SIGNATURES 
 
In order to identify abnormal events, a transient identification support system for a nuclear power 
plant may use a set of signatures of some plant variables, measured for each abnormal event of 
the plant. A list with some postulated transients as well as a list of some process variables that 
best contribute to the characterizations of these events may be seen in (Alvarenga, 1998). 
 
When an abnormal event needs to be identified, the transient identification system compares the 
evolution of the measured plant variables with the signatures of the evolution of these variables 
for each abnormal postulated event of the plant. 
 
In this paper, the temporal evolution of the associated state variables for each one of the 3 
postulated transients listed in Table 1 for a nuclear power plant operating at 100% at nominal 
power were considered in order to verify the efficiency of the DBABC algorithm in determining 
the optimal position of the prototypes that represent the centroids of the transient signatures, 
maximizing the number of correct classifications. 
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Table 1.  Numerical results to the problem model 
 

1 BLACKOUT Loss of external electric power 

2 LOCA Loss of coolant accident 

3 SGTR Rupture of steam generator tubes 

 
 
According to (Alvarenga, 1998) there are 18 variables associated with each one of the 3 
transients considered in this work (see Table 1). So, the number of prototypes is thus calculated: 
(NV + 1) x (NT), where NV is the number of variables associated with each transient, 1 is the 
time unit and NT is the number of transients. This way, to our problem we have (18 + 1) x (3) = 
57, which is the dimension D considered for the problem. 
 
To evaluate the fitness of each prototype, an objective function that weights favorably the 
number of the correct classifications were used. The fitness is characterized by the difference of 
the maximum number of classifications and the number of correct classifications. 
 
 

4. RESULTS 
 
The results obtained with the application of the DBABC algorithm to the problem described on 
previous sections are given in Table 2. For the implementation of the algorithm, use was made of 
the MATLAB environment. The experiments considered different colony sizes and random 
seeds. For comparison purposes, the number of cycles was fixed in 10.000 for each run. The 
percentage of onlooker bees was 50% of the colony and the other 50% was the number of 
employed bees. The number of scout bees was controlled by the parameter limit, where limit is 
given by the number of employed or onlooker bees multiplied by the dimension of the problem. 
All population vectors have a string size equal to 24, remembering that nbf corresponds to the 
number of bits flipped for neighborhood or the Hamming distance and was set to be 2 and 12 for 
each run. 
 
 

Table 2.  Numerical results to the problem model 
 

colony size 100 140 240 300 360 

ne  50 70 120 150 180 

no  50 70 120 150 180 

limit ne x D ne x D ne x D ne x D ne x D 

cycles 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 

correct classifications 177 
(100%) 

177 
(100%) 

177 
(100%) 

177 
(100%) 

177 
(100%) 
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As one can see from Table 2, the DBABC obtained 100% of correct classifications using a lesser 
number of parameters than other population-based algorithms. 
 
Table 3 shows the comparative results of the performance of DBABC against the performance of 
the original ABC and PSO applied to the same problem (Oliveira and Schirru, 2009). For both 
ABC and PSO algorithms, 10 tests were performed with different seeds for 100 generations of 
populations containing 500 individuals. However, for the ABC and DBABC algorithms, a 
population of 500 individuals and a number of 100 generations proved to be inadequate. Using 
the data contained in Table 2, the DBABC algorithm obtained results compatible with ABC and 
PSO. 
 

 
Table 3.  Comparison results: ABC and PSO 

 
Maximum Number of Correct Classifications 

ABC 177 

PSO 177 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper we have described an experimental system for the identification of nuclear 
transients which aims to assist operators of nuclear power plants to make quick judgments and 
decisions about the real situation of the plant in risk situations. The method explored the ability 
of the DBABC as a tool for optimizing a distance-based discrimination transient identification 
system and proved to be efficient when compared to other well known optimization algorithms. 
Besides of the advantage of employing fewer control parameters when compared with similar 
swarm-based algorithms, the DBABC presents an additional advantage since it is able to 
optimize problems in both search spaces: continuous or discrete. 
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